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ABSTRACT
In an investigation of the impact of prevocational

training on employment status, two groups (N=49 and 59) of educable
retarded former pupils in Oregon work experience programs were
interviewed. Results indicated that the Ss' unemployment rates (20
percent and 46 percent were comparable to an adjusted rate for 16- to
21-year-old members of the general population. The finding that
graduates of work experience programs were more successful in finding
employment was corroborated by a post-hoc evaluation of national
workstudy projects in which "fully served" clients were involved.
Data confirmed that high school work experience programs enhanced
employment potential for mentally retarded young adults. (CL)
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The lelvnet of Work/Study ?rogrome on Employment
of the Hentolly Retarded; Some Findings from IV* fourccs

Andrew S. Halpern

There has been a steadily increasing interest, over the past 15

years, in the development of high school wcrk experience programs for

the educable mentally retarded, and wides;retd interest in the offec-

tivenece of these programs has emerged. The underlying rationale of

these work experience programs has been to provide retarded high school

pupils with the kinds of experiences necessary for successful transi-

tion from the school environment to adult life in the comatinity. One

of the most important concerns of the program has been to structure

prevocationel experiences in such a way that the likelihood of adult

vocational success is enhanced. The primary pure of this paper i3

to egamine some data that pertain to the impact of work experience pro-

gralis upon the vocational success of educable retarded young adults.

Farber (1968) has argued that the mentally retarded, es well as

other frequently overlapping diradvsntaged groups, belong to America's

socio-econeudc "surplus population." He uses the term "surplus" in an

organizational sense, meaning that there are more people than slots In

the "machinery of social organization," and that the values of organi-

zations take precedence over the needs of welters. Given this defini-

tion of a surplus population, we find many individuals in contemporary

American society in addition to the mentally retarded who (wanly for

membership: the infirm, the illiterate, the emotionally disturbed,

the poverty stricken, and, in general, those "who have no integral role

in the social organization of the society.' Farber argues that mental
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retarda4on in Jtself is usually not sufficient grounds for membership

and that most retardatcs would be part of the surplus population on

some other basis whether or not they were labeled as retarded. In this

sense, Farber argues, the label is often used as a justification rather

than an explanation of the failure of these individuals to make a mitts-

factory adjustment in our society.

The secondary purpose of this paper is to compare employment succesa

of the mentally retarded with one other component of the surplus popu-

lation in order to explore possible differences in achievement among

subsets of this population. The comparison group selected was non-

whites, primarily becalm* of the acceptability of employment information

about this group.

The data being presented come primarily from two studies that have

been conducted by the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center in

mental Retardation at the University of Oregon. The first study is a

follow-up survey of high school terminators from work experience pro-

grams in Oregon. The second study is a post-hoc evaluation of 43 re-

search and demonstration projects that were federally funded in the

area of work/study programs for the mentally retarded.

Dosi of the Survey

In collaboration with the Oregon Board of Education and the Oregon

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, 14 school districts were selected

from 10 counties in Oregon to provide a sample of terminators from work

experience programs for the educable retarded. The former pupils from

these 14 districts represented approxpettely 30per sent- of the designated
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population of work experience terminators in Oregon. The 14 districts

were chosen to represent the geopolitical regions of Oregon, excluding

the "outland area. Portland was excluded because other researchers mete

already involved in similar surveys in that area.

Two independent samples mere interviewed daring the summers of

1969 and 1970, each of them one year out of school. In addition, the

1969 sample was reinterviewed in 1970, thereby constituting a panel.

All interviews were conducted in person, with information being collected

on demographic, social, and vocational variableo.

Of the 67 designated subjects in Sample I, 49 mere located and

interviewed during the surdrer of 1969. Of the 79 designated subjects

in Sample II, 59 were located and interviewed during the summer of 1970.

The panel consisted of 38 members from Sample I mho were relocated and

reinterviewed during the summer of 1970. A careful analysis of the

designated and actual samples with respect to known demographic varia-

bles suggests that the effects of attrition mete not severe, so that

the two actual samples and the panel may be properly regarded as basic-

ally equivalent groups. A complete account of these procedures can be

found in a report by Spence, Savage, and Romp (1970).

Design of the Post-Roc Evaluation

In an attempt to demonstrate an effective interagency program for

meeting the prevocational needs of mentally retarded young people,

forty-three co-operative work /study projects mere funded by the Federal

Government during the past fifteen years. These projects were from

three to five years in duration and were operated jointly with several



agencies participating in program administration and implementation.

Forty-one of these projects Ilere funded under the Research and Demon-

stration Division of the Department of Social and Rehabilitation Ser-

vices. One project was funded by the national Institute of Mental

Health and another by the 'United States Office of Education,

The final reports of these, projects were analyzed and informatimn

was recorded on 82 variables: 80- independant or input variables and

two outcome variables. The variables provided information in the fol-

lowing areas: stated objectives; client, project, and community demo

graphic variables; evaluation and training procedures utilized; kinds

of personnel involved; and reported outcomes. Since the project reports,

unfortunately, were not always thorough, it was impossible to obtain

information from each report on all 82 variables. In general, shout

0w-thirds of the projects provided usable information on any given

variable. A complete report of thtse procedures is in progress and will

be available soon.

Sor General Et plovmcnt Statistics

In order to estimate the effectiveness of work experience programs

in helping young retarded adults to secure employment, it is necessary

to consider general employment statistics as a point for comparison.

Figures are available for comparison with both the follow-up survey re-

sults and the findings of the post-hoc evaluation.

Since the follow-up survey was conducted in Oregon, Table 1 has

been prepared in order to display the employment picture of the 10 coun-

ties which contained the 14 school districts utilized in the study.
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For the general population in these counties, the average unemployment

rate was 6.02 in June 1969, and 7.92 in June 1970.

TABLE 1

UNEMPLOYMENT IN JUSE 1969 AND JUNE 19 70
ALL ACES AND BOTH SEXES, AS ESTIMATED BY 10 OSES* REPORTING UNITS

WHICH ENCOMPASS 111E 14 SCHOOL DISTRICTS OF THIS REPORT

wwt.=F....IWM=IMrfni..OI.P.P1

County (ies

Merion-Polk
Yaahill
Linn
Benton
tans
Coos
Curry
Klamath
Umatilla
Malheur (plus two

is Idaho)

June, 1969 June, 1970
Labor Un- Labor Un-
force employed Rata force "alloyed Rate

82,200 4,000 4.9 81,200 6,200 7.6
16,430 940 5.7 19,710 2010 10.2
32,500 1,570 4.8 34,270 2,840 8.3
24,800 1,480 6.0 25,300 1,330 6.0
94,400 5,900 6.2 96,550 7,950 8.2
23,340 1,570 5.6 24,140 2,330 9.7
5,120 250 4.9 5,140 370 7.2

20,630 1,110 5.4 21,030 1,420 6.8
22,260 1,240 5.6 21,000 1,370 6.5

201060 2 550 12.7 19.720 1,630 8.3

341,740 20,610 6.0 348,060 27,650 7.9

*oregon State Employment Service estimates the numbers and rates in
the general labor force, such as shown in the Table, from numbers
and rates a'onp insured workers. The methods employed are generally
accepted as reliable.

These general statistics, however, do not in themselves provide a

good point of comparison against which to measure the employment success

of mentally retarded yowl; adults. Two "correction factors" are needed

in order to provide a more appropriate benchmark: a correction for age,

and a correction for comparison with other handicapped segments of the

population. The 16- to 21-year-old segment of the general population '

the most appropriate reference point for comparison with the young
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retarded akitAl a surveyed la Ocogoe. athour* no paktum fiturea ware
available, a soutratly accepted estimate is that this mow segpremt
of the population will be umaaployed at two to throe time the me of
the population is general. Of the wary possible segments of the immoral

population that eight be labeled economically handicapped, fairly reli-
able estimates are available for nowwhites. On the *ureters, noe-wbites
teed to be masoployed at twice the rate of their whits eounterparts.
rtilizing there two correction factors conservatively, the uneeploymeat
figures provided in Table 1 should be multiplied by four is order to
provide an appropriate standard against which to compare the results
of the Oregon survey. Ibis yields a figure of 242 unemployment for
Jun* 1969, and 31.62 unaeploymeat for June 1973.

A diffelk-ent sot of statistics are weird to provide a point of
coeparison for the reeults of the post-hoc evaluation. Since a majority
of the projects evaluated were coapletsd berms= 1965 and 19660 *Alcoa
sogloyaset etetistic.3 ware gathered for the years and are preseeted
la Table 2.

TAMS 2

MUM= STATISTICS FOR THE GENERAL MOUT=
Or WAITE AND Nos-wurz 16-21 TZAR OLDS 1111021

1965 TWOODCR 3963*

Yon? p on-Whits

1965 91.32 10.62
1966 92.32 79.72
196 7 11172 $0.92
1960 1442 62.52

at sad twin U.S. Diept ee Labor, Vol. 1 7, p. 2Vol. 36437, and rots U. 07, pp. 3011.
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The "airtime inforaucioa hot Tale 1 And the inforvatItl AVIst

Titoblo 2 will be used aa petutt of com?ari&on egainnt which to restore

ht ZUplOytaat SMCCOS of leter4.4 yams adults is the two °Vase 'be-

tas rupotted. These tables show that approximately 762 and 682 of tht

tompariaoa groups vets employed for the two 'tern of the 'Oregon turves*

end tit an of thu compactions group for the pogit-hoc svAlustion vest

:svloyedr.

faoloyorr tleoults rot Retarded Tom 441.112

be occupational tatue of the two stnplso fur.° thet Dreg= curvier

re 'hove in Teble 3. For L960 terminators, the unetployment rate of

20 compares favorably with tho 242 rate that has beau escUlated for

its comparison group. The 46% unemployment ram for 1969 terrinsto:1

hoverer, srestly exceeds tho Patin/owl 31.4% rtto fur its comparlann

at,. it appears fray thee* results that to increased level (42 selleria

un.!..41.1eyzent hos aa taper:a:1F Wall :Imrsot on VTVIttNli I opportcgties

fcr the mentally retarded.

in.lwactien pro:seated in Table 3 pertain° to employment etctot

31.40A, rmtut, n tic*, June 30, 1962 arid Jun* 30, 1970. Since it S.

vemiyable teat a ,outituclinsl maaeure o2 employucnt success mItht taws

?:cm-4.40e'. fatAnt resclte, as °erploylee inlqz" which prowidad s met-

ours o: oseh nubjvct'm izovk hietcry over a 12 month period yak constrmmz,td

fret tb. aurv47 Cats. This Wax we defined in the fa:1min mane=

.tAlioieurtz %dm; t A 1.t orn

C

A 0 Total months of fulltime esoloyment over a.
12 month period

10



1 Toed south* of parr-ties taplwarat tier * SEZ
amth period

a
4 Total easths is the 146or sokttet ft'ft.r *

12 loath period

The U math period used 121 tiatuletisi ea Itsplvoisst Itt Ass era

oithir .1%17 1, 1946 throutt. Jima* 1963 or Illy 1, 190 ,Nme

Xs, 19P3 Stu sppropriato. The tisa reepcnAcots *Pm=

housertlee was subtrosts4 froa ths total =the is tits aneket_

Also subttectsd were 'Math* or ir,f...0,4 and seerths L st&i,ais..1

iss.

TAUS 3

0072/C124:44. STA= c7 196t 1SV,' =Itatl="ZPS
Tat 011tC:ti DOM!

....14411=.4IMMF.m111...1.11.101

1960*
l'hrbct? rer omt

23

13

5

Sam*

37

ItAztter ?sr ON=

17

20 27

6

ot,

0
opoupour

rC
pertala, to mot 6

fiXtr pertala to Joao XI '1973

Tittle 4 his the ditabutius of tacaoyseat :oder =mist Iv? Zba

tw, pm*, of his0-evbw31 teat stars. The stores tor sub, ptip rep-

most their first 12 Notch period out of school. It is enema. tbac
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au ;wad 3r sated in the aroos.-moctIonal data of Table 3 is maimed

Imactudinal dote of MIA. 4.

TADIA 4

124,10DONT IOU SCOAS 0) 1968 MM 1969 TERMINATODO
10121111 vxtsr 111 TILE UtOR kW=

.7EPOMI.1111ITINIMINIMIIMWPRINNIIIMMOINIPIIINNIMPIPIPIPWIIIMPPI

eicaLarmint
Irtits

1968
Swim Per Clint

the& 2core
(0.30 to 1.00)

Lay kora
ta.ao to 0.44)

local

31 662

16 33,

47* 100Z

1969
Number Par Caot

24 451

29 552

53* 1002

*7*Q of th* 1968 zsaponclarirthu 1969 respondents wet* not 14

4M4 144T eerket -eurins their first year cut 0 echool*

4.1rtc.use the data preaenta4 thus far (moon that the retarded

young uult.s surveyed la Oregon did 'mere o3ployassaz within the bounde

a regieneble expectation*, the queation still remain* 4, to whathor or

;tiarticipetion in shish ech,01 valet 4441ficco* Protroll had 4w7 Pcma-

=MR influence co this outcome. in *riot to examine this; lunation

sciaar.Ifically it walad hem been neceocary to rondom1y ensign retarded

sdelesennts ax?ericenteI (program provided) end aostrol (program

desisd) :mope prier to surveying their 'Motu. as young adult*. Uses

ouch Asperiuents1 control you'd hate; been Impossible on ethical grosses,

tte closest substitute procedure to to **perste the group of aspondints

MI s rasthcc basis Into those who gradustsd misd those who dropped out

12
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of school. The graduates can then be constructed as representing the

full impact of the program in contrast to the drop-outs, who, at best,

received only a partial complement of services.

Table 5 shows the relationship between the Employment Index and

the type of high schwa]. termination. Of both 1968 and 1969 terminators,

graduates were more successful then drop-outs in securing employment.

Although the possibility of sample bias prevents an unambiguous inter-

pretation of these results, they are at least in a direction that sup-

ports the hypothesis that a work experience program is beneficial.

TABLE 5

EMPLOYMENT INDEX SCORES FOR 1968 AND 1969 SUBJECTS
BY TYPE OF SCHOOL TEMINATION, DURING THEIR FIRST

YEAR IN THE LABOR MARKET

Employment
N

1968 Terminators
Grad Drop
Per Cent N Per Cent N

1969 Terminatora*
Grad Drop
Per Cent N Per Cent

High Score 25 712 6 502 19 512 4 31%
(0.50 to 1.00)

Low Score 10 292 6 50Z 18 49% 9 692
(0.30 to 0.49)

Total 35 100% 12 1002 37 100% 13 1002

*Three respondents in this sample terminated their high school program
in Oregon by tramafering and therefore could not be classified as
either graduates or drop-outs.

Results from the Post-Hoc Evaluation

In order to compare the employment success of pupil-clients from

43 work/study programs throughout the United States, using final project

13
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reports as the sole source of information, it was necessary to examine

carefully and reorganise some of the data .And information that were pro-

vided in these reports. The following operational definitions were

devised for this purpose.

Component Operational Definition

Partially Subject was accepted into the program and
Served received some services.

Fully Subject graduated from or completed a
Served school program, or subject completed a

DVR plan as specified for him.

Active

Unknown

Employed

Subject was still in the program at the
time of project termination, either in
cicsses or still receiving DVR services.
Therefore, no outcome conclusion could
be drawn.

Subjects about whom no outcome informa-
tion was available.

Subject working in a competitive position
either part- or full-time for wages.

11=11.1VIMINI.

Tqo outcome variables, constructed from the above components, were

defined in the following manner:

Percent Employed (I) w Number Employed
Number Partially Served minus Number Active

minus Number Unknown

Percent Employed (II)" Number Employed
Number Fully Served minus Number Unknown

The correction factors (Number Active and Number Unknown) in the

denominators of each proportion were subtracted in order to permit

14
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couparmbility of results among projects. "Active" uubjects wave: removed

from the proportions einem their employment status could not yet bo

ioterminad. SUbjects whose employment status was unknown were alga

re roved from the proportions. After Chess two corrections ware applied,

the mcsing of each proportion .mould UP, prepetly construed as a ratio

of ubjecto amplorad to subject* in the labor market at the time of

project torminktien.

Ile difference between the two outcome vari4bles ia 'a function of

the ra*unt of uervitm recolve4. The partially permed group, therefore,

ten be contreetcAliddh the fully served group in sn effort to estimate

the impact of the work/atudy vregrams, much is the flame way that grad-

uate(' and d:op-outo were contracted is the Oregon survey. The employ-

ment results for the work/study projacte ere presented in Table 6.

T1 .3

1"..AntS 4WD NEM; row; VCR Trik 'AO =cam CRITERIA

Humber a
Ran s median trie

?smut Znploycd-7.'artiu'ily Verve(' 14,-!.22 622 30

2;Ircant terloyed-PUlly Served 31-1'.007. 752 29

ago~No.t.~wwwwwwNI4.01,040,wwWwwrigiwwwwwwwwwewaur

It is clear from Chia table that f4111, oovved clients weal more

succoresful in wecuring smployment than partially served client,. this

finding is concistsot wit% the inmate of Can Oregon Survey. :iarsover,

a comparison of Utile 6 with Table 2 shows that the =dims value for

15
r.
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fully served pupil-clients (752 employed) is quite similar to the em-

ployment statistics for non-white 16- to 21-year-olds (around 80X).

No ouch similarity exists with the median value for partially served

lu;pil-cliento (522).

ritscuesion

The data presented above pravide sound support to Farber's conten-

tton'that the moutally retarded form a component of America's socio-

economic aurplue population. The question of degree of overlap with

other components of the surplus population, however, appears to be a

more complex issue. One ouch component, non-whites, are also known to

ha severely disadvantaged economicaly in American society. Tho non-

whites represented in general employment statistics, however, may or

may not have received vocational training and placement services, so

that their moat appropriate comparison group is the erz.t. served

pupil - clients from the woxkistudy projects. This comparison suggests

that the mentally retarded are a sUstantiaily more handicapped co:pot.-

ent of the surplus populaaon than are non-whites in general. It is

likely that cast. components of this population would also shop' varytng

/....vels of handicap.

Meulto from both the survey rid tho 2ost-koc evaluation suggest

:hot a full complement of servican within a work experience program

will groatly enhance the retarded young adult's likelihood of achieving

employment. With such servicoc, tho retarded gems capcble of achieving

results that are cosparable to those of non -vhite- in general, but well
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below the level of the white population in general. It seems reason-

able to speculate that this level of achievement is approaching a zen-

ith for the retarded, whereas the potential for non-whites has only be-

gun to be tapped.

The data from the Oregon survey show a general economic decline

between 1960 and 1969, with a parallel decline in employment for the

retarded, suggesting that employment opportunities for the retarded are

partially dependent upon the condition of the labor market in general.

An extensive examination of other data from both the Oregon survey and

the post-hoc evaluation suggests the fo1locring hypotheses about the

relationships between general economic conditions and employment oppor-

tunities for the retarded:

1. When the level of community unemployment is high, it will be

very difficult for mentally retarded persons who are now In

the labor market to find jobs.

2. 'Alen community economic conditions deteriorate, mentally re-

tarded workers are not necessarily in jeopardy of losing their

jobs.

3. Mentally retarded persons who are assisted by well structured

vocational training programs have a good chance of finding

jobs, regardless of the level of general community unemploy-

ment.

The justification of these hypotheses is presented in another paper by

this author (Halpern, 1972).
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In summary, data from the above studies support the contention

that work experience programs in high school have been helpful in

assisting mentally retarded young adults to find employment. Their

level of success can be quite high when the quality and quantity of

services provided have been high. Under such circumstances, the impact

of adverse economic conditions can be greatly decreased.

15
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